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While we don't plan to have an influx of Chevrolet Bolt EV coverage as of late, we're very excited about it. The Bolt is a solid electric car for the masses and it tends to get overlooked. Our very own Tom Molowney and Kyle Conner both just happened to have a Bolt EV test car at the same time. You can see the video on our own YOUTube channel InsideEVs
and Out of Spec Motoring channel. Interestingly, our friend Ken Boker was reviewing Bolt at the same time, too. If you don't know Boker, he runs the EV Revolution Show YouTube channel. Bokor is a hardcore EV lawyer and has been for some time. Does he like the Chevy electric hatch? Of course, there are many reasons Bokor agrees that this is a good
car, although it repeats our complaints as well. Bokor takes us through the specifications of the Chevy Bolt in exhaustive detail. He then prepares the car for the road. It is spacious, quiet, cheerful, and nimble, while providing a smooth ride. However, for the price, it could have a nicer lounge and more comfortable seats. Another problem with Bolt, which we
pointed out, is its slow charging speed. Join owners and enthusiasts as you discuss the Chevrolet Bolt EV at InsideEVs! Finish the video check for more details from Bokor. Then scroll down and provide us with your details in the comments section. Video Description via EV Revolution Show on YouTube: Episode 91 - 2020 Chevrolet Bolt EV Review! May 13,
2020 My take after having spent some time with the beautiful Oasis Blue MY2020 (slightly updated) GM Bolt EV! I'll provide some statistics, driving experiences and thoughts on this all-electric hatchback! Thanks to GM Canada and Boyer Chevrolet in Pickering, ON for the vehicle! As always, I welcome any feedback and questions! Thanks for watching! The
2020 Chevy Bolt is an electric hatchback with long range, a spacious cab and an affordable price tag. Capable of traveling up to 259 miles on a single charge and starting at less than $40,000, Bolt is trying to make EVs more accessible to everyone. Its electric motor delivers almost instant acceleration, and the Chevy hatchback is really fun to drive. The
affordable fast charging option and innovative regenerative-brake paddle also enhance the user experience. In addition, people will appreciate its capacity, available infotainment technology and driver assistance technologies, as well as crossover as a payload. While everyone won't be fascinated by the 2020 Bolt's sedate look and cheap interior, they'll
probably appreciate everything else that it offers. What's new in 2020? In 2020, Chevy will increase Bolt's driving range from 238 miles to 259. Of course, this number is an estimate from experts over at the EPA. Its extended all-electric range also puts Chevy ahead of electrified competitors such as Hyundai Ioniq, Kia Soul EV and Kona Electric, and Standard
Range Plus version The Model 3.Price and which one to buy the Chevy Bolt base price starts at $37,495 per LT model. The Premier amateur model adds more desirable features (including wireless phone charging, two more USB ports and an upgraded Bose audio system), but it costs $4,400 more. While Premier has other exclusive content such as interior
lighting, leather seats, heated rear seats and more, they don't justify the extra cost. We'd stick to a more affordable LT finish that's still equipped with standard features. We'd also add a $555 Comfort and Convenience package (heated front seats, heated steering wheel, leather-wrapped steering wheel) and a $495 Driver Confidence package (blind spot
monitor, rear cross-traffic alert, and rear parking sensors). The engine, transmission, and PerformanceThe Bolt electric motor provides an instant response to accelerator inputs and a fairly low-end torque that allows you to scoot forward when the light turns green. The answers are less immediate on highway speeds, but the electric Chevy still makes the
passage and fusion on the highway cinch. With a composed ride and a lot of power, Bolt will challenge any negative biases you may have electric vehicles. He rides without sharp blows in the cabin. The steering is fast and accurate, but we'd prefer more feedback from the road. The brake pedal is solid and provides above-average power stop, but a
regenerative braking system that charges the battery when removing the accelerator means you can drive in most scenarios without even touching the brake pedal. The paddle on the left side of the steering wheel allows you to increase regenerative braking on demand and can stop the car completely. View photos of Joey CapparellaCar and Driver Range,
charging and battery LifeWhile it takes about nine hours to fully charge the Bolt battery using a 240-volt socket, the fast charging option can add approximately 90 miles of range every 30 minutes when using a Level 3 charging station. 2020 Bolt boasts an EPA-rated range of 259 miles (compared to the previous 238 miles) at full-charge-competitive with other
similar-priced electric vehicles such as Hyundai Kona Electric. While the Tesla Model 3 Long Range can travel up to 322 miles on a single charge, it costs significantly more. Fuel Economy and Real-World MPG Until we tested the updated 2020 Bolt on our 200-mile highway fuel economy route, the latest version that we estimated achieved 102 MPG in our
real world test, giving the expected highway range of 180 miles. Since our test only includes highway driving, expect significantly more range if you stick low speeds throughout the city. In other Bolt tests we found that in mixed driving, we had no problem achieving epa estimates of the range in the real world. Interior, comfort and cargo, although spacious and
practical, the interior of Bolt Bolt Bolt and the look is not befitting of its $30,000 plus price. Solid plastics abound inside, although Chevy has added some interestingly textured materials to spice up the dashboard. At least the digital displays in the instrument cluster and the central touch screen look crisp and up-to-date. Seats with adjustable power are not
available. The plentiful front and rear passenger space make the Bolt very comfortable for four and even decently spacious for five. The bolt is almost as practical as the average size of a small crossover, with enough cargo space to store five carry-on luggage behind the rear seat. There is a useful compartment right behind the electronic shifter, which is
ideal for the smartphone, and the central console is generously proportional. View photos of Chevrolet Infotainment and ConnectivityIts large central touchscreen is well organized and easy to operate, but it's not as responsive to user inputs as we'd like. Built-in navigation is not available in Bolt. You will have to rely on your smartphone for directions;
Fortunately, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto capability is standard. Several useful EV-specific menus allow you to delve into information such as battery power usage and the remaining range. The Safety and Driver Assistance FeaturesThe 2020 Bolt received a five-star rating from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), but he was not
named Top Safety Pick by the Highway Safety Institute. The all-electric hatchback is also available with driver assistance technology such as automatic high beam headlights and rear parking sensors. Other key safety features include: Affordable forward-collision warning and automated emergency braking Affordable Lane Exit Warning and Lane-Keep
Assistance Affordable Blind Spot Monitor and Rear Cross-Traffic AlertWarranty and CoverageAs Maintenance with Most Hybrids and EVs, Chevrolet provides additional coverage for some components of Bolt's electric power unit. Chevy also includes the first service visit for free, but the overall coverage is not close to the electrified Kia Soul. The limited
warranty covers 3 years or 36,000 miles of Powertrain warranty covering 5 years or 60,000 miles Of Hybrid components covered for 8 years or 100,000 miles Of Free Scheduled Maintenance covers single service visitMore features and the specifications the Chevrolet Bolt EV was on top of the world when it debuted in 2016. At a time when the most
affordable EVs were struggling to go even 100 miles on charge, Bolt was a revolution that promised the EPA a rating of 238 miles range for less than $40,000. But life comes at you quickly when you are a revolutionary. In short, and the joy of General Motors faced a raft of stiff EV competition from Hyundai, Kia, and da Tesla Model 3. HIGHS: Improved
range, spacious cabin, composed nature of processing. Chevy tinkered with Bolt Bolt's Battery Chemistry 2020 To keep its range competitive estimates, upping cell energy density to increase the capacity of the lithium-ion battery pack installed under the floor from 60.0 kWh to 66.0. This increase provides an additional 21 miles of range, according to the
EPA, meaning that the new Bolt 259-mile estimate just edges out the Hyundai Kona Electric's rating of one mile and the entry-level Tesla Model 3 Standard Range Plus at nine miles. View pictures of Joey CapparellaCar and driver We haven't been able to conduct our official 75-mph highway range tests to see what Chevy's latest EV can really do. But we did
drive one 268 miles on a single charge in a non-nuclear test in the Death Valley mountains, and even indicated 33 miles of range remaining when we were finished. Back in Michigan and now in various extreme circumstances, we certainly don't feel any range of anxiety while running (necessary) errands in our Bolt Premier test vehicle. LOWS: Dorky design
doesn't feel premium enough for the price. Aside from the revamped battery, Bolt has changed little since its debut. It didn't really need to be. It's hard to argue with the persuasive rationality of Bolt's packaging. The interior is airy, and the low, flat floor allows for a comfortable seating position in the rear and a decent 17 cubic feet of cargo space. The quality of
plastics say the economy is more than premium, but the two-tone dashboard design is attractive enough, and LG-supplied screens remain clear and clear in their presentation of key information. See Photos of Chevrolet We enjoyed puttingtering all over the city in Bolt. His handling is more sporty than his high, narrow profile would suggest. As with most EVs,
the low center of gravity means it doesn't roll much into the corners, and the steering is satisfactorily heavy in effort, even if it doesn't offer much feedback. The 200-horsepower electric motor, with its 266 pound-feet of torque from zero rpm, is appropriately powerful for scooting away stop signals. The model we tested in California placed from zero to 60 mph
time of 6.7 seconds, which is hardly car performance territory, but still useful faster than most gasoline economy cars. The Bolt, however, still costs significantly more than most of the car economy. Our fully loaded test car, with its optional premium audio system, fast charging capability and driver assistance kit, rang for $43,735. That's a lot of money to
spend on a dorky looking hatchback, no matter how practical it is or how far it can go on charge. And that's the rub with Bolt's commitment to EV rationality. It's not cool any imagination, and recent battery upgrades don't make it more desirable on an emotional level. If you spend about $40K on an electric car, it's hard not to make a case, not for the sexier
Tesla Model 3 and and The cache that comes with it. We know that sounds irrational, but this is how buying a car often works. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io chevrolet
bolt review 2017. chevrolet bolt reviews canada. chevrolet bolt review consumer reports. chevrolet bolt reviews 2018. chevrolet bolt review uk. chevrolet bolt review edmunds. used chevrolet bolt review. 2019 chevrolet bolt ev review
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